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Abstract

A smart home is a context-aware system that adapts itself autonomously in response to context to satisfy user needs and to improve safety, security, resource use, etc. On the one hand, software autonomy serves the basic purpose of pervasive computing by reducing interaction with the users, easing the use of the system, and reducing the user distraction. On the other hand, it takes control away from the users of the applications, making users feel loss of control over their context-aware applications. The situations including applications may not behave as expected, user preferences may change over time or users may want to add new behaviors, etc., may arise and require smart home users to interact with the applications to control their behavior. This research addresses this issue and proposes an approach, which would provide a wider support of user control by exposing and manipulating (1) application parameters, (2) adaptation logic(s) thus allowing users to add new behaviors. Using this approach a complete system is developed in order to see its effectiveness, furthermore the system is tested on three different context aware applications and a preliminary usability study is done to evaluate the system effectiveness.
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1. Introduction

A smart home is a context-aware system that adapts itself autonomously in response to context (location, activity, user presence, temperature, etc.) to satisfy user needs and to improve security, resource use, etc.

Dey and Abowd [1] describe context as "Any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and the applications themselves". In the case of a smart home the application may blend into the background, as Weiser envisaged [27], but the definition remains valid.

Context-awareness can manifest itself in various ways [5], but in a smart home it will tend to result in a greater degree of autonomy in the control systems adaptation of the home’s behavior. The application’s autonomy means that there is no interaction involved between a user and the application when it is being executed. This software autonomy takes control away from the users of the applications. While software autonomy serves the basic purpose of pervasive computing by performing users’ tasks without requiring their attention, the users may develop feelings of loss of control over their applications. There might be situations when the users of the home may need to interact with the applications. For example, the home applications may not behave as expected and hence require interacting with the system to correct their behavior.

Beyond day-to-day use, there will be times when a user may want to reprogram or edit the behavior of the home. Preference may vary: either in tuning the definition of the context triggering them, or in the resulting behavior. New applications or behaviors may be identified and programmed in. New appliances may be installed and require integrating into the control. New aspects of context to be sensed may be installed and suitable responses woven into the existing behaviors. In each case there may be some change to the encoding of preferences or logic. Above mentioned situations demand the need for providing the users of home with suitable mechanisms to control the behavior of the applications. However, it is important that context-aware applications must provide mechanisms to provide a suitable balance between software autonomy and user control as discussed in [17]. In [4] a survey is presented to determine whether users prefer autonomous context aware applications or preference based context aware applications. In the light of survey results, giving user control in a context aware application is appreciated by most of the users. [26] suggested that giving 100% self adaptivity to context aware application may make its users anxious.

While there has been intensive research on context-awareness and a summary of contributions made in this field can be found at [6], [1], the research on providing user control in context-aware application has just started getting attention from research community. Our literature survey (discussed in Section 2) indicates that some approaches to user control in context-aware applications have been studied, which include End User Programming [7], [9], [10], Preference Based User Control [13], [17], [18], [19], [16] and Enactor Model [11].

Unlike traditional programming approaches where application developers define or develop applications, end user programming enables end users to define the behaviour of context-aware applications. The approaches based on end user programming normally provides better user control than traditional software engineering approaches but they are mostly used when the application behaviour is very simple like controlling lights or bells, etc [17]. In preference-based approaches the user control is achieved by configuring user preferences, which are provided during design time only, restricting the user control to a limited number of user preferences. In an enactor model [24], user control is provided by exposing and manipulating application parameters. This approach provides a better support of user control by exposing and manipulating all application parameters than providing a few personalization options as in preference based systems. We argue that there may come times when control of application behaviour may involve more than just setting the parameters, i.e., modifying adaptation logic or contextual information of the application or user may want to add new context-aware behaviours that were not identified at the design time. This kind of user control is not possible with enactor model. Although in [11] and [24] using preference model the authors have proposed an approach that will expose application information directly to the users for controlling application behaviour, but in their proposed model it is too difficult to understand the preferences by the end users specially novice users as these are expressed as high level If-Then-Else clauses. Our research addresses all these issues and proposes an approach to supporting user control which exposes and manipulates not only application parameter but also contextual information and adaptation logic of the application. We tested and evaluated our approach by implementing on smart home hypothetical example scenarios.

2. Literature Review of User Control Approaches

A number of approaches to providing user control in context aware applications have been proposed in the literature which can be categorized as:

- [1] End user programming
- [2] Preference based user control
- [3] Extension to context toolkit

2.1. End User Programming

EAI Endorsed Transactions on Context-aware Systems and Applications
End user programming [9] allows end users to define the behavior of context-aware applications and add behaviors that were not foreseen by system developers. A number of systems have been developed, using end user programming approach. For example, CAPpella [10] and Topiary [23] are end user programming systems, which are based on a paradigm called Programming by Demonstration [7]. These systems require end users to define system behaviors by performing the desired operations manually. For example in CAPpella a medicine taking scenario is discussed in which end users demonstrate the system different medicine taking activities. The system uses machine learning techniques to recognize those activities. Later if user takes the medicine on time its record is logged on to medical journal, else user is reminded using alarm after certain time to take the medicine. Unlike end user programming with programming by demonstration, Jigsaw editor [20] enables end users to develop context-aware applications by assembling components together (i.e. arranging components such as sensors, applications and devices). Using this editor, users can arrange the components accordingly to achieve their desired tasks in the real world.

Although end user programming approach is very powerful technique since end users can understand, define and demonstrate their behaviors/requirements better than developers and designers as discussed in [18], these approaches have been used for initial training of the systems by end users. These are not preferred for the situations where users’ preferences change over time.

2.2 Preference Based User Control

Preference-based decision support is a well-known approach to supporting user control in traditional computer applications that involves incorporating preferences and personalization mechanisms. Cell phone is a very popular example of that in which users control their devices by setting their required preferences e.g. date, time, calendar, themes and sound etc. This approach has also been explored in context aware applications. Various preference based approaches have been developed by researchers for providing personalized user control in context aware applications. The user control approach in [19] allows exposing preference information to the users for setting their preferences of context aware applications. The persona system [22] receives information from the environment and presents it to the application using preference information of particular user. For example aware mirror application uses artifacts including sensor based tooth brush to recognize users and a mirror to show the user relevant information of weather, news etc. if a user don’t want to see any of such information then she can use GUI or voice based commands to personalize these applications. Although persona approach is so much robust in that it provides real end-user interaction of the system, it is limited in that only a set of preference attributes can be modified by the users no logic internals are exposed to users. In [15], [12] authors have proposed a preference modeling approach for supporting intelligibility and control in context aware applications. Using preference model they have exposed applications behaviors directly to end-users for controlling any unwanted behavior of application. Although their approach is better in providing user control support than previously discussed approaches as end users can directly manipulate context aware application’s behavior, their chosen preference model is much complicated and difficult to be understood by novice end users. Their approach enables end users to control the context aware applications by changing their preference information. This is achieved by developing appropriate feedback forms by the developers. The changes/modifications performed by users are mapped back to the context aware rules by using different logics/algorithms (Predicate Logic and Defeasible Logic) [14]. Although their approach is promising providing user control and intelligibility, the feedback forms developed are not much flexible and user friendly and require too much low level options to be performed by end users. Also the feedback form is used just to change the preference information of a user; there is no mechanism to provide adaptation logic or rule level manipulation access to end users. Our approach on other hand differs from their preference model in that it allows exposition and manipulation of various parts of context aware application, through which users could be able to change the actual application logic or contextual information dynamically. In [16] users can create semantic web rules to make ontological models and context aware applications according to their preferences.

2.3 Extension to Context Toolkit

Another very notable approach to supporting user control of context-aware application has been proposed and implemented by [24]. In their approach, Context Toolkit [8] has been extended by introducing an enactor model. Developing context-aware applications using their approach requires coding enactor component, which encapsulates application logic that includes adaptation logic and parameters. The user control support is provided by exposing parameters of the context-aware applications and allowing the user to manipulate these parameters to control the application behavior. The important point to note about their approach [11] is that the user control is provided by exposing parameters only and manipulating them. However, we argue that there may come times when control of application behavior may involve more than just setting the parameters, i.e., modifying adaptation logic or contextual information of the application. Also, their proposed approach is inefficient for providing user control in context aware applications, when users want to add any new functionality into the system that is determined later by users.

Our literature survey provided above suggests that no existing approaches provide users control in context-aware applications in such a manner that all parts of the application could be exposed and manipulated to support a wider user control with an easy to use technique. To address this issue we have proposed an approach that will provide a wider user
control support by allowing exposition and manipulation of application parameters, adaptation logic and contextual information. Additionally, end users will be able to add context-aware behaviours identified later. All this would be performed by using a user friendly GUI of the application.

3. Proposed Approach

We present a novel approach to supporting user control in smart home environments through which users can themselves control the application behavior directly without being too much technical. Proposed approach allows users to control context-aware home applications by:

- **exposing and manipulating application parameters**
- **exposing and manipulating application adaptation logic**

The usefulness of the proposed approach could be better understood in the light of following hypothetical smart home light example scenario that has been modified from [12]. The scenario is that:

“When a user enters a room (e.g. room1), the light of the room turned ON and adjusted to last used light intensity value (e.g.75% light intensity), the dark adjoining rooms’ light is raised to 10% light intensity value. The system senses the light level of room1 and if it is 10% below or above the user’s preferred light value (e.g. 65% light intensity) for room1 then it is adjusted to the user’s preferred light value. If user stays in the room for a certain time period, (e.g. for two minutes) adjoining rooms’ lights turns OFF.

Through this example we demonstrate how our proposed approach supports user control at both levels: (1) application parameters and (2) application adaptation logic.

### 3.1 Parameter Modification

A context aware application may contain a number of parameters or preference information, on which its behavior can be dependent. For example in the above scenario we can see a number of parameters involved in the overall application’s functionality as listed below:

- User’s preferred light intensity can be stored as an integer variable and set to a value e.g. 75% light intensity.
- adjoining rooms’ light value may be another integer parameter set to 10% light intensity value.

Adjoining rooms’ light status, whether or not to turn them ON could be stored as a Boolean variable set to e.g. “True”.

Similarly the time information after which adjoining rooms must be turned off could be stored as an integer variable and set to e.g. “2 minutes”.

User control could then be achieved by fine tuning any of these parameters. Let say initially a user’s preferred light intensity value for room1 was 65%. Afterwards she feels that she needs to use more light intensity e.g. 85% for certain activities in room1. She can achieve such change just by changing her preferred light value variable for room1 e.g. “user1room1intensity=85”.

Next we can see initial or default value for adjoining rooms’ light intensity is 10%, if an elder user’s preferred light intensity is 90% and she wants to use 20% adjoining rooms light then this too could be achieved by changing 2nd variable’s value to 20 i.e. “adjoining_room_lights_user1=20%”.

Further if a user wants to control behavior of application such that lights of the adjoining rooms should remain off instead of their light values being adjusted to 10% intensity value. This can be achieved by setting the Boolean variable value to OFF.

Similarly, if user wants to change the behavior of the application such that if the user stays in the room2 for a minute instead of 2 minutes, adjoining rooms light remained turn OFF. This can be done by modifying time variable’s value to “1 minute”. This enables smart home users to control application behavior at any time.

### 3.2 Adaptation Logic Modification

In addition to application parameters, a context aware application may contain a number of rules in the form of Event Condition Action (ECA) rule[4]. As name implies an ECA rule is composed of 3 parts i.e. Event, Condition and Action. When an event triggers in a context aware application and certain conditions are satisfied then actions are to be taken for the user. Through the same example scenario discussed in section 3 we demonstrate how user can control application behavior by modifying application’s adaptation logic/ ECA rules using our approach.

In the above scenario there are two rules involved as shown here:

**Rule1:**

Event(s)/Context(s): User Presence user_id= “User 1”, location = “Room 1”

Action(s): set the light intensity to last used value e.g. (75% light intensity value).

Turn ON adjoining rooms light and set their light values.

**Rule2:**

Event(s)/Context(s): Room1 light intensity value

Condition: If ((user’s preferred light value + 10) > (Room1 light)) OR (user’s preferred light value – 10) < (Room1 light))

Action: set the light intensity of Room1 to user’s preferred light intensity value.

**Rule3:**

Event(s)/Context(s): duration = “02 minutes”

Condition: If (User still in Room)

Action: Turn OFF adjoining rooms’ light

Now if user wants modifications in application behavior such that when user enters a room, initially light of the room must be set to the user’s preferred light intensity value instead of last used light intensity, this can never be achieved by changing application’s parameters, it requires that now every time for a particular user’s entry in a room his preferred light intensity must be adjusted instead of last used light intensity value, which is a modification in the action part of context aware rule i.e. Rule1. Using our approach user can perform such modification by changing
action part of the Rule1. After such modifications Rule1 can be re-written as:

**Rule1:**

*Event(s)/Context(s): User Presence user_id = “User1”, location = “Room1”*

*Action(s): set the light intensity of Room1 to user’s preferred light intensity value. Turn ON adjoining rooms light and set their light values.*

4. System Architecture and Implementation

In order to provide a wider user control support, context aware applications must be designed using decoupled architecture. Our proposed system provides a wider user control support and its high level architecture along with context aware application is shown in Figure 1. It has a main component: **User Control Manager (UCM)**. UCM has two sub components i.e. Parameter Manipulator and Adaptation Logic Manipulator.

**Parameter Manipulator**

The first component called parameter manipulator is responsible for fetching parameters of a context aware application. End users can manipulate the parameters/preferences of a context aware application using parameter manipulator, according to their desires to fine tune application’s behavior.

For example in a smart home light application there could be a number of preferences of a user like:
- Light intensity of a particular room when a user enters into it.
- Adjoining rooms’ light status upon user’s entry into room.
- The intensity at which adjoining rooms turned ON.
- Or may be about after how much time adjoining rooms fade back OFF?

In a context aware application this preferences information is stored as application parameters. Every time a user is detected by the application it adapts its behavior according to the parameters stored in the application. If user performs any modification in the preference information then these changes are performed dynamically by parameter manipulator which enables end users to fine tune application behavior. Figure 2 shows parameter manipulator for smart coffee application. It depicts GUI implementation for coffee application. As we can see parameters for a coffee app could be: coffee type, whether hot or cold and suger free or sweet. Users can set parameters for such an app by changing values of these parameters using parameter manipulator.

**Adaptation Logic Manipulator**

Users may want to further control the behavior of a context aware application then just setting application’s parameters. Second component of UCM called Adaptation Logic Manipulator is responsible for providing such type of user control in context aware applications. Adaptation logic manipulator is responsible to fetch adaptation logic internals to users for modification, and to map back all the changes to context aware applications.

There are 3 subparts of adaptation logic manipulator and those are designed according to the different parts of a rule in a context aware application. Context aware applications’ rules are composed of 3 parts called Event, Condition and Action. So using Adaptation Logic Manipulator all three subparts of a rule could be modified by end-users. In this way it enables end users to change behavior of context aware applications.
aware applications at a wider level. Figure 3 depicts the Adaptation Logic Manipulator for smart AC application using which users can change application logic as well. Like when to turn ON AC and at which temperature etc.

Figure 3. Adaptation Logic Modification in Smart AC Application

4.2 Context Aware Application

We have developed three different context aware application’s prototypes (i.e. Smart home light application, smart home AC control application and smart coffee application) to be used with the proposed system architecture.

Simulated context widgets are used to present context inputs to various applications. Context aware applications may consist of a number of application’s parameters and adaptation’s logic(s). UCM works in conjunction with context aware application to provide user control to end users. We have used Jess [21] a rule based system to create context aware applications. As discussed in section 4 providing wider support of user control require decoupled architecture of context aware applications. It is easy to use Jess for such type of decoupled context aware applications, because Jess rules could be modified dynamically.

4.3 Sequence Diagrams

Figure 4 depicts the message sequence diagram of the parameters’ manipulation in the proposed system. Here initially context widgets are responsible for providing context to the rule engine, which in turn triggers actions in response to that context using application’s actuators. It is the responsibility of parameter manipulator to fetch user related parameters from the rule engine and presents them to users to let they fine tune application behavior. Whatever changes users made to the parameters using interface are mapped back to rule engine with the help of parameter manipulator, hence it works as the bridge between application and user.

Similarly figure 5 illustrates the sequence of messages in overall adaptation logic manipulation using our system. Here the overall working is same as of parameters manipulation; the difference here is that adaptation logic manipulator is responsible for fetching context aware rule and to present its different parts i.e. events, conditions, and actions to the users using GUI to let they control the behavior of context aware application.
Context widgets provide the context information to the rule engine which fires appropriate rules suitable for the current situations. The rules present in the rule engine stimulate actuators to perform the intended actions for the smart home users. The main components of the proposed approach work in between rule engine and user. Rule engine supplies parameters and logic information to UCM (User Control Manager), which presents that information for further exposition and manipulation to the end users. Users change their desired actions and preferences using GUI, then UCM turn those changes back to rule engine for modification of application’s behavior.

5. Evaluation and Results

We have performed usability study [25] to evaluate the proposed system. As discussed earlier we have implemented our system on three different smart home applications. We have used those three applications for evaluation of our system.

5.1 Usability Study Participants

We have selected a number of participants from diverse community of University of Sindh (Mirpurkhas Campus), for performing evaluation of the developed system. For this purpose we recruited 52 users of University from different disciplines. The demographic information of the participants is given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18 - 25</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 or Above</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Higher Secondary Education</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masters</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Participants’ Demographic Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Have an Idea about Smart Environments</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experienced Change in Preferences</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Test Procedure

We have performed usability study on three different smart home applications to demonstrate the usefulness of our proposed approach. All participants were given three applications to run with and without our proposed system. For those participants who were unaware of context aware applications, we have arranged an introductory session to introduce them about context aware applications. Later they were asked to use the same methods to test the applications as that of other familiar users.

After testing the proposed system, users were asked to give their feedback. We used questionnaire as a tool to see the satisfaction of users on the implemented applications. We used 7-scale Likert score metrics based questionnaire for this purpose as suggested by [5].

5.3 Graphical User Interface (GUI) Evaluation

Users were very first asked to evaluate the usefulness of Graphical User Interface of the proposed system. In this part of evaluation users were supposed to evaluate GUI of Parameter Manipulator and Adaptation Logic Manipulator. Figure 6 shows the users overall satisfaction score for Parameter Manipulator and Adaptation Logic Manipulator on a 7-scale rating score. We can see users are satisfied changing parameters as well as adaptation logic of context aware applications using our system with the satisfaction score of 5.66 and 5.16 respectively.
5.4 User Control Evaluation in Smart Home Applications

After evaluating GUI, users were asked to evaluate overall User Control support in all three smart home applications. Figure 7 illustrates users score for User Control in three different Smart Home applications.

7. Future work

Existing approach have few limitations as only the predefined set of rules and context internals are seen exposed using our approach. While there could be a better work to extend the existing approach by letting users add the behaviors entirely as they wish.

Second thing that needed to be enhanced is to provide another mechanism for controlling applications behavior e.g. voice based commands or text based commands. Another notable future extension of the research work is regarding dynamic user control interface design i.e. the UCM should be smart enough to detect the context aware application parameters and rules and design the interface for users depending on those parameters and logics.
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